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Fall Barn Tour Promises Autumn Splendor
in Michigan’s Thumb
I hope all of you are having a good summer and are
holding Saturday, October 11th open for the 2014 Fall
Barn Tour. This year, we are highlighting
Michigan's Thumb area and especially Tuscola
County. We currently have five barns set to tour.
Because the barns all have unique specialties and participants may want to linger at a particular site because of
personal interests, this will be a self-driving tour. We will begin the day
at the Mayville Historical Museum. There will be light refreshments,
and a chance to look at the museum while folks come in to register.
The cost will be $15/adult and $5/child (12 years of age and under).
After a brief discussion about Michigan's Thumb and the rules of the
day, maps will be handed out, as well as information about each barn
and a registration sign for your car, identifying you as part of the
tour. Points of interest will also be highlighted. Lunch will be on your
own. We hope for a beautiful day - the fall colors should be at their
peak!!!
Near Mayville is the Thomas farm with its double-gambrel roofed
barn. The farm dates from the mid-1800s. The barn roof is a "balloon style" structure, and it has a drive floor from front to back. The barn
is part of a working horse farm that raises purebred thoroughbreds
and cross-bred Andalusians. In addition to the barn, there will also be
a beautiful display of farm antiques and gardens to view.
Also in the Mayville area is Gary Sanford's barn. It is an OldEnglish style, timber-framed structure with a hand-hewn frame. The
frame has hemlock beams, cut from nearby Phelps Lake. The adjacent
silo has an accessible observation tower that provides a wonderful view.
There is also a sugar house on the property and trails to explore.
continued on page 7
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Workshops: MBPN
“Hands-on” Help at its Best

It’s a pleasure to assume the presidency of an
organization that is so dear to my heart…and
to yours. I have proverbial “big shoes” to fill,
since Steve Stier has admirably charted our
course for the past four years. Thank you,
Steve, for all that you’ve done to advance our
common cause—preserving Michigan’s rural
heritage and its iconic barns.
The MBPN is charged with promoting the
preservation, rehabilitation, and appreciation
of Michigan barns, farmsteads, and rural communities. I have always enjoyed knowing that, Tim Wiles
through our efforts, we help to extend the life
of Michigan’s barns in many ways: perpetuating memories, studying
barn workmanship, and assisting in the documentation and preservation of all that made these structures perfect for their various purposes. Whatever the focus—from housing people or animals, storing
crops or materials, or even the more mundane aspects of farm life
(e.g., the daily duties of rural outhouses, large and small!), barns and
farmstead outbuildings represent a way of life worth celebrating. If,
along the way, we help owners preserve or repurpose their barns in
order to survive, so much the better.
My hope for the coming year is that, with your help, this great
organization will grow and continue to spread the word—that there
are ways to save and preserve past memories, while making new ones.
As we’ve seen in so many communities, these structures often have
both an evocative past, as well as a vibrant future. As the old adage
goes, if you don’t know where you’ve been, you can’t know where
you’re headed. So, let’s move forward and see if we can help save the
barns that mean so much to you, your friends and neighbors, local
communities and other preservation organizations. We appreciate
your commitment and your participation!
If you ever have a question, feel free to reach out to me or to a
board member. Our contact information is included in this newsletter
and on our website (www.mibarn.net). We can always use help with
projects, at workshops or on committees; you may have the critical talents to enable us to move forward.
God Bless
Tim

How about a barn movie?
The Barn Raisers is an historical 80-minute documentary feature
film that tells the story of barns in the Upper Midwest by examining them through the lens of architecture. The Barn Raisers
paints a cinematic portrait of barns and builders, and reminds us
that these remnants from America's rural past are still here to be
appreciated and experienced.
Check it out at: http://docublogger.typepad.com/barn_movie/

One of the most important functions the Network performs is to
mobilize members to learn and help on projects, while also training those volunteers in the “hands on” skill sets needed to preserve Michigan’s historic barns. As you'll see from the stories in
this newsletter, two recent workshops did just that… Thanks to
all who participated, and we hope to see you (and others) at
future workshops!
—Keith Kehlbeck
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Scan our QR code with your
smart phone and visit the
MBPN website!
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Photos by Dee Barber

Workshop participants work to repair siding on the Schmidt barn/

Instruction on window rehabilitation was featured during the
workshop. Participants here are painting a reglazed window.

Sleeping Bear Dunes and
MBPN Workshop 2014
Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore and Michigan Barn
Preservation Network hosted their 18th consecutive public barn
workshop from June 19-21, 2014. In attendance were 37 people,
who helped at the Schmidt Farmstead in the proposed Tweddle/
Treat/Schmidt Rural Historic District, just south of Empire, Michigan.
The workshop had two barns that needed repairs—the 19201930 Hay and Horse Barns. The Hay Barn needed loft strengthening and repairs to the windows, doors, siding, and roof support
post. The Horse Barn required stall cleanout, as well as work on its
doors and windows. Those attending the workshop were provided
an orientation each morning and project tasks were divided
between the groups and tools and materials were selected to complete each task assigned.
A group with the local SEEDS/Traditional Building Skills/Hands
on Preservation Experience (HOPE) Team were on site to work with
MBPN Board Member, Steve Stier in learning how to make historic
wood window repairs. Additional training on wood windows was
provided to workshop attendees using windows brought in from one
of the historic farmhouses in the Port Oneida Rural Historic District
(see information on SEEDS/HOPE).
Both barn projects were completed by the end of the weekend.
The volunteers who attended the workshop are once again given an
enthusiastic ‘thank you,’ as two more structures in the park have
been repaired and are now ready to be used. A hearty thanks also
to the time donated by generous volunteers—both old and new
friends—and Chuck the dog, the annual workshop’s mascot.
Thanks to all of the volunteers who return each year to participate,
and I look forward to seeing you all again next year.
Anyone interested in attending the 2015 workshop should contact park historical architect, Kimberly Mann, at 231-326-4771 or
kimberly_mann@nps.gov for more information and to get your
name added to the mailing list.
—Kimberly Mann
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SEEDS Youth
Conservation
Corps HOPE
Crew members
Brandon
Kincaid, left
and David
Runstrom right
show off their
skill at building
a replacement
window jamb.
Photo by Kevin Summers

New National Partnership
Provides Preservation
Experience for Youth
A partnership between the National Trust for Historic
Preservation (NTHP) and the Youth Corps has been named A
HOPE Crew (Hands on Preservation Experience). “SEEDS,” a
youth training and educational organization based in the Traverse
City Region, has been designated one of less than a dozen HOPE
crews in the U.S.
The SEEDS HOPE Crew has partnered with Sleeping Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore and has spent July and August performing several preservation projects to the Goffar barn within
the Port Oneida Rural Historic District. During the eight-week
program, members of the HOPE Crew have performed preservation projects such as building new doors, re-glazing windows,
re-pointing stone foundation, and timber frame repair. They also
learned about the local history, and agricultural heritage of the
Port Oneida District.
Note: Kim Mann, Historic Architect for the Lakeshore specified
and oversaw the project, and daily instruction and supervision
was provided by Steve Stier, a retired preservation contractor.
Both are active members of MBPN.
—Steve Stier

www.mibarn.net
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Photos by Ina Hanel-Gerdenich

(Left to right): Tim Wiles, Roxanne and Tim of Monroe, Rudi
Gerdenich, Drake Meadow, John Hansen, Becky Ayers, and Anne
Elder (farmer) assist with the removal of the rotten timber. Note
Rudi's spud bar resting in a hole.

Drake Meadow and Rudi Gerdenich cut shims to support floor
joists while a section of sill timber is removed.

Community Farm of Ann Arbor Workshop
a Great Success
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Board president Tim Wiles and enthusiastic MBPN members joined
forces Saturday, May 24th to replace a section of rotten sill in
“Miriam,” one of two beloved barns serving the Community Farm of
Ann Arbor. The mid-19th century bank barn is typical of the southeastern Michigan area, featuring a fieldstone foundation supporting
a three-bay, timber frame structure and capped by a gambrel roof
that replaced an earlier gable roof. The upper level of the barn is
accessed by an earth bank located at the center of the south elevation.
It was here two years ago where participants from a previous MBPN
workshop discovered a rotting sill along the stretch where the bank
meets the foundation. The purpose of this year’s workshop was to
replace the rotten portion of the sill with a new timber.
Under the direction of Tim, the participants cleaned out the loose
dirt to expose the sill. They measured all the mortise holes that were
present to support the floor joists. These measurements were transferred to the new squared oak timber and the corresponding mortise
pockets were drilled using a small chain saw attached to a scaffold
that was anchored onto the timber. The pockets were trimmed using
hand-held chisels and mallets (including one made by Tim on the
spot). Once the timber was ready, volunteers placed wedges underneath the floor joist ends to support them, and Tim used his chain

saw to cut at each end of the rotten portion of the timber. The cuts
were made on the inside of the door opening to avoid cutting too
close to the adjacent posts. The old timber section was then removed
by rotating it on its axis and out from underneath the floor joists.
In a reverse process, the new timber was rotated in underneath
the joists. The shims were removed, and the joist ends were hammered into their new mortise pockets. To keep things stable, we used
three lag bolts to connect the new timber lapping over sections of the
adjacent old timber. We covered the new sill with metal flashing and
repaired the top of the bank with a layer of concrete molded to drain
water off the bank to each side. A new floor board (still to be added
along the outer edge of the floor) will cover the flashing.
The day was long and a lot of hard work was accomplished, but
the barn is solid and happily occupied by the members of the
Community Farm and its animals. Thank you to Tim Wiles, Becky
Ayers, Rudi Gerdenich, John Hansen, Drake Meadow, and volunteers
Roxanne and Tim Ellis for providing direction, materials and labor.
And thank you to Anne Elder and Paul Bantle of the Community
Farm for another fabulous lunch!
—Ina Hanel-Gerdenich

Drake Meadow tightens lag bolts connecting the new timber to the
old.

A mallet and chisel resting on the new timber were among the
tools used to carve out new mortise pockets. The mallet was made
out of old timber by Tim Wiles using a chain saw.
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Teamwork & Timbers:
MBPN’s Educational Initiative Still Going Strong
Some things get better with age, for example, wine, cheese…and
education. The Michigan Barn Preservation Network’s educational
initiative, Teamwork and Timbers (T&T) is one such case in point.
Teamwork & Timbers (T&T) is our quarter-sized timber
framed barn replica used as part of the MBPN’s educational programming. It can be raised and/or put on display as a tool for
learning about community, traditions, barn vocabulary, techniques, and, of course, teamwork. Volunteers are able to construct
a barn frame without hammers and nails in true timber frame
style…in one day, no less. No construction experience is needed.
Back in 2010, the National Barn Alliance contracted Trillium
Dell Timberworks (Knoxville, IL) to design and build the model.
The barn frame was first raised at the MBPN annual conference in
March of that year. The Arnesby-Mawby Fund of the Battle Creek
Community Foundation provided funding for construction and
the development of educational approaches. MBPN member Russ
Mawby has mentored and assisted this project.
MBPN’s youth barn raising is a one-of-a-kind learning oppor-

tunity that provides information, exposure, and experience
through a traditional community barn raising common in
Michigan communities during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Barn raising, like quilting bees and husking bees, brought
people together to share work and pride in community. You can
see it all happen raising this model. Throughout the year, T&T
travels across the state, engaging the youthful and young at
heart and bringing us together in the name of traditional timber
framing. Thanks to our team of loyal MBPN volunteers and
workers, the Teamwork and Timbers project continues to attract
and educate barn enthusiasts in our state.
As the stories below demonstrate, the T&T educational program is visiting various venues during 2014.
For more information on the project or on bringing it into
your community contact Tim Wiles at 810-599-8822 or eus1@sbcglobal.net
—Keith Kehlbeck

Teamwork & Timbers at Chippewa Nature Center
Chippewa Nature Center (CNC) was very excited to host the Teamwork
& Timbers model barn raising activity at our 1870s Homestead Farm
on July 13th. More than 100 visitors toured the farm throughout the
afternoon, and at least 30 participated in the barn raising. Some attendees made the trip especially for the event.
Since 1974, the Homestead Farm at CNC has brought history to
life for thousands of visitors. We focus especially on interactive programs which engage the senses and stimulate the imagination about
our agricultural heritage. In many ways, this activity was a precursor for a full-scale timber frame barn which is currently being
planned for CNC in 2015.
Chippewa Nature Center is currently working with Tillers
International of Scotts, Michigan to design and build a 30’ x 40’ barn
at the Homestead Farm. A workshop to construct the main frame is
planned to take place at Tillers next spring, with an additional workshop at CNC to build a 14’ x 30’ lean-to addition. A tentative grand
opening is being planned during our Fall Harvest Festival event on
October 3, 2015. For more information about the project, visit
http://chippewanaturecenter.org/barn-raising-project.
Many thanks to the Michigan Barn Preservation Network for
making the Teamwork & Timbers program available for our visitors,
staff and volunteers. We all learned a great deal and look forward to
partnering with you again in the future!
—Kyle Bagnall, Manager of Historical Programs
Chippewa Nature Center

A big thank you…
…to the CNC staff for helping raise the barn and directing the barn
raisers. I would have guessed we had about 30 people/youths assist
with the raising. I think we had a great vocabulary lesson along the
way! It worked well to assemble the bents inside the shed and raise
the barn outside - thanks to the sunny and dry weather! It was
great to see adults interested and helping. This activity always stimulates adults to share their memories of being on a farm or in a barn
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Photo by Vera Wiltse

Young super-volunteer Ella helps assemble rafters for the MBPN's
model barn.
or even their experience with construction projects and I heard that
happening on Sunday several times.
One little volunteer—5 year old Ella—helped put the rafter peak
together. Ella was at the barn site for more than an hour helping
assemble the barn. Her parents would ask if she wanted to go, but
she wanted to stay. When it came time to raise the rafters, she was
the only "small" person there, so I helped her climb up to the walkway and made sure she was comfortable with the height. She was a
little shaky at first, but she persisted and put together every rafter at
the top. She did a great job! I think we have a future barn builder!
—Vera Wiltse

www.mibarn.net
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How MSU Grandparents University Educates Young
and Old Alike…through Teamwork & Timbers
“Have you ever gone to college? I mean like live in a dorm and
everything? Not only that, but helped build a barn? Well! I did last
June 24th and 25th. My grandparents went back to college for a few
days and took me with them. After class and supper, we went to one
of the big rooms in the Agriculture Hall and we built a barn. No, it
wasn’t a real big one, but it was just like those big old barns you see
in the country with all of the animals. It was made the same way.
First, we met the crew who were going to show us how to use all
those old tools to make the parts and then put them together. We
can make rectangular holes with a chisel, a drill, and a hammer. In
the old days, when a farmer needed a barn for his tools and livestock, he would go to his woodlot, select some tall straight trees, cut
them, and pull them up near the site for the barn, and cut them into
boards and timbers. If the woods was a long way away, the wood
might have been floated down the creek or river to a sawmill, where
the logs were cut to the correct size for the barn. After cutting the
trees he would put a “log mark” or brand on the end of the log, so
that it would not get mixed up with others at the sawmill. This was
much like cowboys would do with cattle.
When at the mill, a man called the sawyer would measure the
logs and decide how many and what size timbers were needed for the
barn and proceed to cut them on huge circular saw. Different kind
of trees would be used for different parts of the barn. Many times,
the wood would be used green, right after sawing, because it was
much easier to cut at that time and would dry into a tight joint.
When the lumber is hauled to the barn site, it has to be cut to the
correct length for its specific use and joints need to be cut into the ends.
They are called a “mortice” on one end and a “tennon” on the other.
Barns are often, but not always built in sections called “bents.”
Bents are laid out on the ground and assembled. After assembly, the
bents are erected to a vertical position parallel and tied to each other
at an equal distance from the base and top and then fastened together at both top and bottom with what is called a “gert” or “tie” beam.
The multiple bents are tied together in a row equal distance apart,
and they become the framework of the barn. The rafters are added
going from the top of each side to meet at the peak.



Insuring Barns



Insuring barns is a complex process with few industry-wide standards
and a variety of approaches. Insurance is often based on how a barn is
used or functions. Even if there is a historic value, this does not mean
that the barn will or can be insured for replacement costs, especially if
the barn is no longer used for its original purpose. Although it is possible, traditional barns are not typically insured for ‘like’ replacement
value, e.g., timber frame structure replaced with timber frame -vs- the
equal square foot of a pole building.
Approaches to insuring barns include a basis in cash value, utility
value or replacement cost value. Cash value identifies the expected useful life (100 years; 50 years) and also takes into account depreciated
value over time. Utility value is based on how the barn is used. For
example an old chicken coop, now used to store a tractor, will be
insured to the value that is needed to replace the function of storage
and not to replace the building as a coop. Replacement cost value (to
replace with new) involves strict guidelines and usually can be applied
to a building that is less than 20 years old or one which has been completely updated. Documented evidence here is a necessity.
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Roof boards are then laid horizontally across the top, and shingles are added for waterproofing. Doors and windows pretty much
complete the barn. I’d say that I learned a lot at Grandparents
University!”
An experienced crew can “raise” or build a large barn in a day.
This is possible because of TEAMWORK –and- TRAINING with TIMBERS. The members—you, with your grandparents—built this barn
in a little over an hour. This is a model of a great building that is
part of our rural landscape. In the process, you have learned how
people who have very simple tools can do very complicated things
with wood using teamwork and timbers.
—Jack Worthington (from the perspective of a young barn
enthusiast and grandchild)

About Grandparents University
MSU Grandparents University is an opportunity for grandparents and grandchildren (ages 8-12) to come together for a threeday educational experience, while spending time together on the
MSU campus.
Participants enjoy the college experience of living in the residence halls, attending classes across campus and sampling the
many highlights of MSU. Grandparents University gives alumni
a chance to relive their college days, while exploring campus and
creating lifelong memories with their grandchildren.
Grandparents University is organized by the alumni relations
professionals within colleges and units across campus. The program is self-supporting and relies entirely on registration fees,
donor contributions and sponsor support to cover all expenses.

Grandparents University is scheduled
for June 23-25, 2015.
To be added to the 2015 Mailing List, go online to:
http://www.grandparents.msu.edu/

Often insurance will be based on a measurement. Total damage to
a big traditional gable/gambrel roof barn will probably not be insured
to be rebuilt as-is, but will be replaced as a pole barn based on square
feet and function that has been lost. Functional and use features can be
factored into the replacement (e.g., stalls). Insurance companies utilize
computer models that take in to account measurement, use, and function factors to come up with formulas and costs to determine policies
and premiums. Elements considered in the formula can include: location, use, current market value for a rebuild, cleanup costs, etc. If the
barn has been modified for a commercial application, major upgrades
can also be factored in, if it has been documented when the policy was
made. Policies may cover rebuilding costs, or the actual cash value of
the building at the time (not the original building.)
Insuring a new home that has been crafted from a timber frame
barn can raise many issues and can be difficult to negotiate. A good
agent is the key--someone who will work with you and understand
what you are doing.
—Julie Avery
This is excerpted from a longer essay on Insuring Barns. Additional information includes the 'players involved in barn insurance, types of insurance, and
the basis for refusing to insure. Visit the website at www.mibarn.net/resources
for the full essay.
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Registration - 2014 Fall Barn Tour
Information contact Kathy Thomas (248-881-4086)
Register online with PayPal at: http://www.mibarn
or
Mail completed form and check made out to MBPN to:
2014 Fall Barn Tour, MBPN, PO Box 614, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48804-0614

A day of splendor in Michigan’s Thumb!
A driving tour of unique barns and sites in Tuscola County and the Mayville area.
Name/s:
Address:

... for each registrant
email:

Phone

Saturday, October 11th.
n
n
n

Individual Member $15
Children 12 and under $5
Individual Non-Member $45 (includes one year individual MBPN membership)

continued from page 1
Ken Hecht’s award-winning barn is near Vassar,
Michigan. In 2010, the Hecht barn was given the
MBPN’s Barn of the Year Award in the category of
Private Continue Agricultural Use. This double
gambrel barn is part of a wonderful farmstead with
many buildings worth seeing.
Another highlight this year will be the Octagon Barn
near Gagetown. This unique structure is a real preservation
success story. The Friends of the Octagon Barn is an extremely
active group dedicated to preservation and our rural heritage. If
anyone would like a preview visit, the Octagon Barn's Fall Family
Days are always the weekend after Labor Day. For our tour, there
is the barn itself, as well as the agricultural museum in the loft
area. Unusual features of the barn are the curved hay track and
hay trolley. The adjacent Purdy home will also be open to tour. With
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its circa-1800s furnishings, it is well worth a visit.
Nearby is Richard and Vivian Smith's banked barn. The timberframed barn is part of the Smiths’ alpaca farm. I'm sure these gentle creatures will be a hit with the kids, as well as adults. These two
barns represent the northern-most part of the drive.
If these five outstanding barns aren't enough to whet your
appetite, October 11th is also the kick-off for the Thumb Quilt
Trail. Structures with large quilt block patterns painted on them
will be identified on a map given out that day. These are to be
enjoyed from your vehicle, as a drive-by part of the tour.
This year’s Fall Tour will be a full day of beautiful barns,
unique stops and country driving. For those of you coming from
urban areas, the biggest traffic jams we have up here is the occasional combine on the road! We hope to have a full sign-up, so register early. See you on October 11th!
—Kathy Thomas

www.mibarn.net
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The Value of Barns…just a few thoughts…
“Rather than spend too much time
on worrying about insurance for
your barn, just take care of it
to the best of your ability and realize
that if the barn is lost others will
never again get to enjoy it.”
The purpose of insurance is to help you recover (to some degree)
from a loss. The more unique or artistic the loss is, the more difficult
it is to appraise, in monetary terms, the extent of the loss. Barns
have these issues to varying degrees.
Barns are the art of the countryside.
Barns are the architecture of the countryside.
Passersby enjoy seeing a well-kept barn.
A barn is an “experience,” and it is impossible to put
insurance on an experience.
Economically speaking, we don't need to keep these old barns,
but we keep them for an understanding of how we got to be where we
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are now. This understanding helps to prepare us to go forward.
Realize that when a barn is lost, it is irreplaceable!
I think it is most important for barn owners to recognize their
exposure to risks and to do everything possible to mitigate these
risks. So, rather than spend too much time on worrying about insurance for your barn, just take care of it to the best of your ability and
realize that if the barn is lost others will never again get to enjoy it.
What is most important is that we identify insurance companies
at the national and state level who will insure barns used for commercial purposes. Do any of them have a booth at the National Barn
Alliance or other State Barn meetings? We don't need a large number
of insurance companies, but we need to identify a few, so that they
can provide both expertise and competition in the commercial barn
insurance market. We would like to hear from barn owners about
their current insurance with the goal of identifying those companies
that wish to participate in this very specialized market.
—Tom Irrer
We would like to hear from barn owners about which companies
are insuring their barns. Our goal would be to identify companies
that wish to participate in this very specialized market. Please
send an email noting if your barn is commercial or not and the
name of the insurance company and agent to: averyj@msu.edu
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